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To date, only 3% of all applicants and students of higher educational institutions choose this
particular form of training.
In most cases, this is the wishes to receive a second higher education with an already existing first,
obtained in the day office.
Why such low indicators? All simple! If you remember the correspondence form of training, then on
a master it is necessary to learn for six years, and Bachelor is quite realistic to become in five years.
With the evening form of training, everything is the same, that's just visiting the couples have every
week, and more than once.
For some, it is extremely uncomfortable for some time, and for many it is at all unprofitable, because
it is much easier to go to paid academic vacation for 2 to 3 weeks and dedicate all his time to study
and the session.

If you take a period of 50 years ago, then everything was quite the opposite, and the part-time form
of training treated respectfully and sought, wanting to become certified professionals, even if the
middle links.
Now, this form of training is considered "morally obsolete", and not all modern universities offer it in
their curriculum.
It is worth allocating another disadvantage, which lowers the rating of an interconnecting forms of
learning.
For example, young people have already concluded that it is much easier to learn in this way and
more profitable to girls, because the guys even do not receive a delay from the army by choosing
shifts to university.
Yes, and translate to the day office (if desired, of course), it will become for a student - a difficult task
for a student.
Benefits when choosing a part-time learning
But not everything is so bad as someone might think. Every applicant and a student should know
about those tangible benefits that will be allowed to him in obligatory; But only if it chooses for itself
an interim formation.

1. A working student receives an additional vacation that is paid from the size of the average
monthly wage.
2. In the first courses, vacation at the session is provided in the amount of 40 days, and senior
students go to pass the exams at the university for 50 days. Paid days, which is also important!
3. In the Fundament of the State Executioner or the Degree Project, it is possible to officially receive
four paid months of vacation on their work on their work, laid on high-quality student training.
4. In front of the diploma or state examination for 10 months, the student's working week can be
officially reduced by 7 hours, while the 50% wage is paid at mandatory.
5. Cases are known when the company paid training for a working student, which is also beneficial
with a financial point of view of the family.
It turns out that the part-time form of learning gives partitions at work, while working student can
simultaneously "kill two hares": regularly receive a full wage for its work and at the same time
approach the long-awaited higher education.
The procedure for admission to an interconnection form of training
If you decide that the part-time form of training is what is perfect for you, we must know certain rules
for admission to the university.
1. The entrance exams begin later than the exams for the daytime branch applicants.
2. Training lasts for a year longer than among day branch students;
3. Package of documents for successful admission standard;
4. Mandatory the presence of the results on the USE;
5. Entrance exams can be replaced by oral interview or written testing.
Otherwise, the differences with the correspondence form of training are not observed, and it is not a
special difficulty to become a student.

Tip: If you are confident in your knowledge of the chosen specialty, you can safely pass documents
for an internship formation; Otherwise, problems may arise already during the first session.
Conclusion: If you now know what a part-time form of learning, so maybe it's time to experience my
strength?

